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Abstract-Traditional centralized network management 
solutions do not scale to presentday large-de 
computerlcommunleation networks. They suffer from certain 
other drawbacks tw: a *@e point of failure and hence lack of 
fault toleranee, and heavy eommunieadon costs asraeiated with 
the central manager. It har been recognized that 
decentrallzatloddlstributed solutions can solve some of the 
problem arroeiated with centralized solutions [3]. For this 
reason, there has been considerable interest in the recent past on 
distlibutedidecentrdized network management applications. 
Our work in this paper has been motivated by this research 
trend In network management. We present the design and 
evalvation of an SNMP-had didliboted network fault 
detectiodmonltorlng system. The design involver the integration 
of our reeentiy developed ML-ADSD algorithm 1111, 1161 for 
diagnosis of faults In a distributed system of processors into the 
SNMP framework The ML-ADSD algorithm uses the multilevel 
pandigm and Is scalable in the sense that only minor 
modifications wlU be required to adapt the algorithm to 
networlu of varying sizes. The system allows processors to fail 
andlor recover during the process ofdiagnosir. Thus the system 
has fault tderance capablllty. We demonstrate the application of 
the system by Implementing It on an Ethernet network of 32 
maehinei. Our results ertsblish that the diagnosis latency (or 
tlme to termlmtion) is mueh bener than the latency of e d e r  
solutions. Also, the bandwidth utilization of our system Is very 
insignificant, thereby demonstratlng the practicality of 
deployment ofthe system in a real network environment. Thus in 
this work we have successfully Integrated three modern 
disciplines: network management, dishihoted computing and 
system level diagnosis. 

1. INTRODUCIION 

As computer networks have gown into complex, 
enterprise-wide systems, the management of operations and 
their associated risks has gained increased urgency. The aim 
of network management is to manage (monitor and control) 
the network devices over a computer network through the 
exchange of messages between devices and bopehlly to 
maintain the health of the network through such a framework. 

Typically, in these manager-agent approaches, one node 
(device) is designated as a central network management 
station ( N M S )  or manager and the rest of the nodes as regular 
nodes (Agent). The manager periodically polls the agents and 
then uses the data Collected to locate fault conditions or take 
preventive measures. If the network size increases, then one 
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or more nodes are designated as NMS nodes with dual roles - 
manager and agent - and to balance loads and to avoid traffic 
congestion at the central network manager. Those new 
managers then poll information from agents under their 
respective domains and the central network manager polls 
information from those new managers. 

Current Network Management applications are largely 
based on the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP). 
SNMP was developed by IETF in 1988 for the purpose of 
managing heterogeneous network devices over a TCPIIP- 
based computer network and has been widely adopted by 
industry on network applications [I], [Z]. 

The SNMP protocol is a request-and-response protocol. It 
defines the functions of the basic operations of SNMP and the 
format of the messages exchanged by management systems 
and agents. The features of SNMP include its standardization. 
universal support, extensibility, portability, and simplicity. 

Operational data collected by agents is kept in the 
Management lnformation Base (MIB). The MIB represents 
the management information to be monitored and controlled 
in a TCPIIP-based network. 
The drawbacks of cenIxdized approaches to network 

management include a single point of failure, lack of 
scalability, and high communication costs associated with the 
central manager 131. If a manager fails, node information 
associated with its domain is lost because there is n o  
automatic substitution mechanism provided for by the 
network management system. Some decentralized approaches 
that resolve many of these issues such as management by 
delegation [4], active networks [SI, and mobile agents [6] 
have been proposed. Other related works of interest to the 
work in this paper may be found in [7], I81 and [91. 

In this paper we propose a distributed SNMP-based 
solution to the fault detectiodmonitoring problem. The paper 
is organized as follow. 

In section II we provide an overview of the area of 
system-level diagnosis emphasizing the need for distributed 
diagnosis [IO]. In section Ill we provide a description of our 
multilevel distributed diagnosis algorithm called the 
MLADSD algorithm presented in [ l l ] .  In section IV we 
describe the essential features of a distributed network fault 
detectiodmonitoring system based on the SNMP protocol and 
report results of our extensive experiments obtained by 
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implementing the fault detectiodmonitoring system on a 
network of 32 machines. We conclude, in section V, with 
some observations and pointing to certain applications ofthis 
work m other areas besides network fault monitoring. 

11. SYSTEM-LEVEL DIAGNOSB ANOVERVIEW 

Rapid advances in semiconductor technology have made 
possible the development of very large digital systems 
comprising hundreds of thousands of components or units. 
Yet it is impossible to build such systems without defects. As 
the sue of a system grows, it is more likely to develop faults 
both in the manufacnUing process and during the operation 
period. Testing of such systems becomes extremely dificult 
due to their large sizes. This problem may be further 
aggravated by possible geographical distribution of units. 

In 1967, Preparata, Metze and Chien [IO] proposed a 
model called the PMC model and a framework, called 
System-Level Diagnosis, for dealing with this problem. The 
PMC model allows faulty processors also to test. Thus some 
of the test results could be unreliable. This makes the problem 
of diagnosis challenging and interesting. In the more than 
three decades following this pioneering work, several issues 
arising from the application of this framework have been 
investigated and resolved. Many of these results have 
profound theoretical and practical implications. Most of the 
recent research efforls in system-level diagnosis hsve focused 
on enbanckg the applicability of system-level diagnosis 
based approaches to practical scenarios. One such application 
is: On-line distributed diagnosis and application to diagnosis 
of a networked cluster of machines. Our work in this paper is 
concerned with the latter, namely, on-line distributed 
diagnosis. 

Diagnosis algorithms based on the PMC model are 
assumed to be executed on a single highly reliable 
supenrisory processor. A single supervisoy processor is a 
bottleneck in a system with a large number of processing 
elements. Distributed hagnosis algorithms exploitiw the 
inherent parallelism available in a multiprocessor system are 
desirable. This led Kuhl and Reddy [ 121 to pioneer the area of 
distributed system-level diagnosis. Major algorithmic 
contributions in this area include those by Bianchini and 
Buskens I 1 9  Rangarajan and Dahbwa [I41 and Duarte and 
Nanya[15].Whilethealgorithmsin[13]and[15]assumethe 
existence of a logical Mly connected network, the algorithm 
in [I41 is applicable to networks of arbitrary topologies. The 
diagnosis latency of Biancbini and Buskens’ algorithm (called 
the ADSD algorithm) is O(N) testing rounds whereas the 
diagnosis latency of the Hi-ADSD algorithm of Durute and 
Nanya is O(log2N) testing rounds. Here, N is the number of 
processors (machines) in the network and diagnosis latency 
refers to the time taken for all fault free nodes to reach a 
consensus view of the faultlfree-free slatus of the whole 
network. It is important to stress the fact that processon could 

fail and/or recover during the process of diagnosis. So a fault 
event could be either a failure or recovery from a failure. 

111. MULTI-LEVEL ADAPTIVE DISTRBLTED DIAGNOSIS FOR 
FAULT D ~ E C T I O N  

In this section we briefly describe the design of a prototype 
multi-level adaptive distributed diagnosis algorithm for fully 
connected networks, which generalizes the ADSD algorithm 
of Biancbini and Buskens. This algorithm, called the 
MLADSD algorithm, has been motivated by the need to 
reduce the diagnosis latency of the ADSD algorithm as well 
as the message transmission overhead. Reduction of the 
diagnosis latency was also the key motivation of Duarte and 
Nanya’s [I51 hierarchical dishibuted diagnosis algorithm. 
Complete details of the ML-ADSD algorithm may be found 
in [ I l l  and [16]. 

The main features of the ML-ADSD algorithm are: on-line, 
multi-level divideand-conquer partition strategy; adaptive on 
the next testing assignment; distributed on execution; no 
upper bound on the number of faulty nodes; autonomous 
leader election; easy control on synchronization; and less 
message transmission overhead. Also, as noted earlier 
processors could fail and/or recover during the process of 
diagnosis. So a fault event refers to a processor failure or 
recovery from failure. 
In the algorithm, we assume a logically complete network 

G of N nodes, nh n, ,.._, nN.,. The nodes are first listed in 
sequential order and partitioned intop clusters of equal size. 
Thus each cluster bas (A’&) nodes. Also it is assumed that 
each node is able to correctly test and determine the status of 
other nodes based on the PMC fault model. Link failures are 
not permitted 

A pictorial tree description of this algorithm is shown in 
Figure 1. To simplify the presentation we assume that each 
cluster at level 1 (the original p clusters) has at least one fault 
kee node. At level 1 of the tree representation are the p 
origlnal clusters. At level 2 there are p/2 clusters. Each 
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level-2 cluster consists of at most 2 nodes, which are leaders 
of two level-l clusters. In general, at level i there are pn'.' 
clusters, each containing at most two nodes which are leaders 
of two level-(i-I) clusters. In new of our assumption that 
each cluster has at least one fault free node, all clusters at 
levels greater than one contain exactly two nodes. In each 
cluster the node with the smallest id wilt he called the leader 
of that cluster. 

Basically the algorithm proceeds as follows. Nodes execute 
testing rounds as in Biancinni and Buskens' algorithm [13]. 
They begin at level 1. Afm N/p testing rounds a leader will 
be determined for each cluster where p is the number of 
clusters defmed by the user. These cluster leaders proceed to 
hgher levels in subsequent testing rounds, exchange 
information with other leaders and collect status information 
of nodes in other clusters. When the leaders c. and cs reach 
the last level as in Fig. 1, they exchange information about the 
fault status information of all the nodes in the network. In 
subsequent testing rounds this information is transmitted to 
other leaders in the network. The informatian is eventually 
delivered to nodes in the original clusters through their 
leaders. Note that testing rounds are also performed by faulty 
nodes. Ttus is what makes the proof of correctness 
challenging and interesting. We have proved in [ l l ]  and [16] 
the comctness of the algorithm and established the following 
results regarding diagnosis latency after the occnrrence of the 
last fault event. 
Theorem 1: 
i) If the number of levels M = log p + 1, the diagnosis 

latency of the M-Level ML-ADSD algorithm is at most 
2 N/p + (logp + 4 )  logp  testing rounds. 
If the number of levels M > 2, then the diagnosis latency 
ofthe ML-ADSD algorithm is at most 
2 N/P + (M-2)(M+4)  + p  Z'M3) + 1 testing rounds. 

ii) 

We have conducted extensive experimental evaluation of 
our algorithm as well as those in [13] and [I51 and 
demonstrated the superiority of our ML-ADSD algorithm 
over the ADSD and the Hi-ADSD algorithms. Simulation 
results indicate that in all cases, the MLADSD algorithm is 
much better than the ADSD algorithm. In addition, the 
performance of the ML-ADSD algorithm can be 
tnnedlimproved, depending on the needs, by an appropriate 
choice of the number of clusters and the numkr of levels. 
The ML-ADSD algorithm is scalable in the sense that only 
some minor modifications will required to adapt the 
algorithm to networks of varying sizes [ 161. 

Iv. SNMP-BASED IMPLEMENTATION, EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section we present application of the ML-ADSD 
algorithm in the design of an SNMP-based LAN fault 
detectiodmonitoring system. 

(a) SNMP-Based Implemenldion and Eqmimenld Se1 Up: We 
implemented the fault detectiodmonitoring system on a 
10/100 Mbps Etbemet LAN consisting of 32 machines 
(Pentium 100/133/166 MHz) running Microsoft Windows NT 
operating systems. 

In the ML-ADSD algorithm, a node uses a 
two-dimensional array called TESTED-UP to update the 
testing results of the network. Based on SMI [I], we built the 
TestedUpMIB module for mapping the TESTED-UP array 
diagnosis information in the ML-ADSD algorithm. 
Three major tasks are required to implement the 

management system at each node: generating the MIB 
(TestedUpMIB), coding and setting up the Extension Agent 
(ML-ADSDAgt.dIl), and coding and setting up the Manager 
(ML-ADSDMgxexe). As mentioned earlier, a node may have 
dual roles, as a network management station (NMS or 
manager) as well as a managed node (agent). In our 
implementation, we set up each machine to have thls properly 
too. We partitioned the 32 machines into 8 clusters of 4 
machines each and we have used the 2-level diagnosis scheme 
of section 111 in the design of the fault detection system. The 
experimental set np is shown in Fig. 2. 

Since robustness and diagnosis latency of the ML-ADSD 
algorithm are our main focus, we tested the fault detection 
system extensively with different combinations of parameter 
settings. 

In our experiments we used two parameters: waiting time 
(in seconds) between testing intervals and the maximum 
number of faults during each run of an experiment An 
experiment corresponds to a setting of the above parameters. 
Each experiment consists of 20 runs of the diagnosis 
algo~thm with 20 randomly generated fault events injected 
during a run. The faults were injected by a tester. In our 
experiments, we have used the fail-stop model. In this model 
a failed machine is considered dead and so does not respond 
to any test message. 

Fig. 2 Experimental setup 

(5) Diagnosis Latency: Recall that diagnosis latency refers 
to the time taken for all fault free nodes to reach a c o n s "  
view of the faultlfree-free status of the whole network. The 
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diagnosis latency is recorded a h r  the last fault event (failure 
or recovery) in each run. The average diagnosis latency over 
the 20 runs of an experiment gives the average diagnosis 
latency for that experiment. The results of 42 experiments are 
reported in Table 1. 

Since ML-ADSD is a generalization of the ADSD 
algorithm, we also implemented and tested the ADSD 
algorithm on similar settings. The ADSD implementation 
results are shown in Table 2. The comparison of diagnosis 
latency (average of latencies for different sellings) is shown in 
Fig. 3. 

Simulation results for network sues from 32 to 1024 nodes 
on ML-ADSD, ADSD, and Hi-ADSD can be found in [ I l l  
and [16]. From these simulation results and the experimental 
results in Tables 1 and 2, we have found that in all cases, the 
diagnosis latency of the ML-ADSD algorithm is much better 
(smaller) than the latency of the ADSD algorithm. Also, from 
Table 1 we can see that in general the more faults in the 
system, the less is the time for all the fault-free nodes to 
diagnose those faults. 

(c) Bandwidth Urilizafion: Having shown the feasibility of 
Table I .  The diagnosis latency [in seconds) of tw~leve l  MLADSD 

Table 2. The diagnwis latency (in seconds) ofADSD algorithm 

Iliagnosis IatencyComparision Of ML-ADS0 
and ADSO 

5 120 
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Time (seconds) between test intervals 

Fig 3. Diagnosis latency (m seconds) compuiran of MLADSD and 
ADSD algonlhm. 

implementing our work in a real network, we next proceeded 
to measure the bandwidth utilization for various settings by 
running the MLADSD algorithm. For th is  we used a CISCO 
Catalyst 29486 Switch, with 48 10/100TX(RJ45) ports, to 
connect to all the 33 machines (including the tester) as in Fig. 
2. Since all the machines are running in a distributed and 
independent manner, a tester is used to inject the events 
(faulty or recovery). Every two seconds the tester also 
compares the TestedUpMlB in each fault free machine after 
the last fault event, calculates and records the diagnosis 
latency when all the fault free machines have reached a 
consensus on the fault status of all the machines in the 
network. Note that a tester is not required in the real 
management system and we used it here just for experimental 
PUIpOse.  

We measured the bandwidth utilization in bits per w o n d  
on each machine based on every 3 minutes granularity. We 
have found that the bandwidth required by the algorithm is 
very small. Table 3 shows bandwidth utilization in bits per 
second under the no-faults condition. The bits generated by 
the tester are not included. This is not significantly different 
from the utilization with faults. 

For instance, in the setting which corresponds to 4 seconds 
waiting time and at most 4 faults, the average bandwidth 
utilization on each machine is 4,619 bits per second 
(including the background traffic) and 5,091 bits per second 
for the leader machines running the MLADSD algorithm. 
The background traffic on average is 2,492 bits per second 
and consists of the traffic generated by the tester, some 
unicast, non-unicast, multicast, and broadcast packets. 
However, the background traffic will fluctuate a little bit 
daiiy. In other words, the average bandwidth utilization per 
machine is only 0.026% or 0.0026% on a 10/100 Mbps 
Ethernet network and this shows the practicability of running 
MLADSD over a real network. 

Though OUT system is feasible for deployment in a real 
network environment, in a completely shared media WAN 
such as those using multi-point frame relays the aggregate 
traffic of about 160 Kilo bits per second generated by the 
MLADSD algorithm may impact the performance of 
networks with low bandwidth capacity. However, such 
networks are becoming outdated and are being replaced by 
point-to-point frame relay networks. 

Table 3. The Bandwidth utilbmion (in bib per second) of MLADSD 
and ADSD (with no faults and tester's packets excluded) 

V. SLIMMARY 

Cenealized approaches to network management suffer from 
certain major shortcomings: lack of scalability, single point of 
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failure and hence lack of fault tolerance and excessive 
communication overhead around the central manager. Use of 
decentralizatioddistributed solutions can overcome some of 
these problems. For this reason decenbalized approaches for 
network management applications have been discussed in the 
literature [3 - 91. 

Following this research trend in network management we 
have presented in this paper the design and evaluation of a 
prototype SNMP-based distributed network fault 
detectiodmonitoring system. The design involves the 
integration of OUT recently developed ML-ADSD algorithm 
[ I l l ,  [I61 for dmgnosis of faults in a distributed system of 
processors into the SNMP h e w o r k .  The ML-ADSD 
algorithm uses the multilevel paradigm and is scalable in the 
sense that only minor modifications [I61 will be required to 
adapt the algorithm to networks of vaqing sues. 
Furthermore, the performance of the MLADSD algorithm 
can be tnnedlimproved, depending on the needs, by an 
appropriate choice of the number of clusters and the number 
of levels. Our distributed network fault detectiodmonitoring 
system allows processors to fail andor recover during the 
process of diagnosis. Thus the system has fault tolerance 
capability. We demonstrated the application of the system by 
implementing it on a Ethemet network of 32 machines. Our 
results establish that the diagnosis latency (or time to 
termination) is much better than the latency of earlier 
solutions. Also, the bandwidth utilization of ow system is 
very insignificant, thereby demonstrating the practicality of 
deployment of the system in a real network environment. 
Thus in this work we have successfully integrated three 
modern disciplines: network management, distributed 
computing and system-level diagnosis. 

We now point out certain potential applications of OUT 
work. lo a mobile environment, when a node U loses 
communication with another node b because of mobility, 
node U can inlerpret this as failure of node b. With this 
interpretation of failure, it appears that we can use the 
algorithm of [I41 to study the location management problem 
in a mobile environment. But in such an extension, an 
important difference needs to be taken into account: node b, 
while viewed by node 5 as a failed node, may appear as a 
recovered node to another node c which bas gained 
communication with node b because of mobility. This 
impollant but challenging modification to distributed 
diagnosis offers opportunities for further extension of our 
work. For related works see [17], [I 81. 

Our work can also be extended and applied in the 
distributed system load balancing area. For example, while 
the ML-ADSD algorithm is doing fault detection it can also 
do performance management. For instance, it can carry other 
system MIB variable dormation (e.g., CPU usage, Hard 
di&Memory space usage, User logging data, etc.) at the 
Same time, which can be used to balance load on different 
machines in a network. 
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